Standards  (Highlight title of each section)
7.c. Communicate the logical connections among hypotheses…(Copy down BLUE part of ALL standards on top of the page)
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Key Concepts
1. How do scientists test hypotheses?  (Write questions)
Whenever possible, a hypothesis should be tested by…
    Skip 1 line between questions
2. How does a scientific theory develop?
In science, the word theory…

Skip 3 lines between sections

Vocabulary
1. Spontaneous Generation: Life arise from nonliving matter.  (Write word and definition)
    Skip 1 line between words
2. Controlled Experiment:
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1. Why is Redi’s experiment on...? (Write and highlight question)
   Redi’s experiment on spontaneous... (Answers in at least 2 complete sentences)
   Skip 1 line between questions

2. How does a scientific theory compare...?
   In science, the word theory...